
IMAGE SKINCARE & BIO-THERAPEUTIC

WITH ORMEDIC LIFT

CLEANSE Remove eye and lip makeup with I BEAUTY REFRESHING FACIAL WIPES. Apply AGELESS TOTAL FACIAL 
CLEANSER and cleanse with wet fingertips for 1-2 minutes. Remove with sponges and tepid water or 

aromatherapy steam towels.

PREP Saturate rough gauze with DEGREASING PREP SOLUTION. Squeeze out excess solution. Using firm pressure, 

swipe gauze in both horizontal and vertical directions over the entire area to be treated.

EXFOLIATE Combine 1 full dropper of I ENHANCE HYALURONIC ACID FACIAL ENHANCER with 1 full dropper of I ENHANCE 
ANTIOXIDANT FACIAL ENHANCER in a medicine cup and apply to area of treatment with an I SWAB. Reapply as 

needed ensuring skin is kept moist.

• Divide the face into 5 sections (forehead, right side, left side, upperlip/chin, nose).

• Keeping skin taut, perform 2-4 passes with the bt-titan MN, or until desired level of exfoliation has been 

achieved. Work in a vertical and horizontal pattern. Repeat this pattern until the entire area of treatment has 

been covered.

LIFT Measure 1/8 oz. of ORMEDIC LIFT SOLUTION into a medicine cup. Apply with an I SWAB in a circular motion 

beginning at forehead, moving to right cheek, left cheek, nose and perioral area. Massage for 1 minute. Solution 

may be left on the skin up to 5 minutes. Remove thoroughly with sponges and cool water until client feels ZERO 

activity.

TARGET-
BALANCE

Apply ORMEDIC BALANCING ANTIOXIDANT SERUM to entire treated area.

EYE Apply the MAX™ EYE CRÈME to orbital area.

PROTECT Apply a generous amount of PREVENTION+ DAILY HYDRATING MOISTURIZER SPF 30 to entire treated area.

FLAWLESS 
FINISH

Apply I CONCEAL using FOUNDATION BRUSH to create a flawless finish.

PLUMP Apply ORMEDIC BALANCING LIP ENHANCEMENT COMPLEX to entire lip area.

YANA Offer client a complimentary sample of YANA DAILY COLLAGEN SHOTS.

POST 
TREATMENT

Provide IMAGE POST TREATMENT KIT to client and review post treatment care.

MICROEXFOLIATION 
PROTOCOL

*Device used: bt-titan® MN (model AE with nano cartridges)

PROTOCOLS


